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1. RIDICULOUS- (deserving or inviting derision or mockery) 

Synonyms – absurd, conical, derisory, bizarre 

Antonyms- credible, good, logical, plauside 

Ex- the student told the teacher a ridiculous story about his dog eating his home work, but she didn’t 

believe him. 

2. CONSENSUS – (the judgement arrived at by those concerned/group socidarity in sentiment and 

belief) 

Synonyms- accord, harmony, concurrence, consent 

Antonyms- disagreement, dissension, opposition, refused, 

Ex- when everyone stand up and applauded the president of the firm, it was obvious the entire 

company was in consensus with new goal. 

3. OSTENSIBLY – (as appears or is stated to be true, through not necessary so) 

Synonyms- apparently, seemingly, outwardly, superficially 

Antonyms- improbably, obscurity 

4. OUTLANDISH- looking or sounding bizarre or unfamiliar  

Synonyms- weird, queer, off beat, grotesque, bizarre, unconventional 

Antonyms- common, conventional, familiar, normal 

Ex- if the psychic’s  outlandish prediction comes true, the world will end in a weak. 

5. CRIB – (restrain keep under control or within limit) 

Synonyms- prevent, stop, restrict, constrain, restrain 

Antonyms- assist, encourage, free, liberty 

Ex- if we can crib runaway spending our economy will not suffer 

6. MENACE – (express a threat either by an utterance or a gesture / a threat or danger) 

Synonyms- threat, danger, jeopardy, hazard, peril  

Antonyms- safety, surety, delight, pleasure 

Ex- the weeds invading any vegetable garden are a huge menace. 

7. HAZY- (vague or ill-defined) 

Synonyms- vague, indistinct, unclear, indefinite, ill-defined, nebulous 

Antonyms- clear, definite, distinct 
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Ex- the history between the downfall of Magadha and arrival of islam is very hazy 

8. CHICANARY – (the use of deception or subterfuge to achieve one’s purpose) 

Synonyms- trickery, deception, deceitfulness, subterfuge, fraudulence 

Antonyms- honesty, openness, truthfulness 

Ex- you can smell the chicanery from a dishonest politician 

9. SAUNTER – (to walk at relaxed speed walk in a slow, relaxed manner) 

Synonyms- stroll, amble, wonder, promenade 

Antonyms- run 

Ex- although the criminal was being chosed by a police officer, he chose to saunter down the street 

as if he did not care in the world. 

10. VERCITY – (conformity to fact, accuracy, the quality of being truthfull) 

Synonyms- truthfulness, truth, accuratess, correctness, realism 

Antonyms- deceit, dishonesty, falsehood, lying, unfairness. 

 

  

 

 

 

 


